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Modeling and analysis of molecular interactions between molecules belonging to different
biochemical families (lipids, nucleic acids etc.) requires specialized data analysis methods.,
The DNA Microarray Integromics Analysis Platform is a unique web application focusing on
computational integration of data. Our online service supports a range of complex“omics”
analyses, including:

� Quality control and normalization for the most popular DNA microarray types (Affymetrix
and Agilent), ensuring that differences in intensities are indeed due to differential ex-
pression and not merely printing, hybridization or scanning artifacts.

� Data Clustering ana-
lysis, which performs
unsuperv ised data
grouping into classes of
relative similarity and
can process various
samples or exper i-
ments (represented as
a dendogram).

� S i g n i f i c a n t G e n e
S e l e c t i o n t h r o u g h
Significance Analysis of
Microarrays (SAM),
which, based on statis-
tical analysis of data
permutations, calcula-
tes relative differences
between t ranscr ip t
concentration levels
(another opt ion for
g e n e s e l e c t i o n i s
through pairwise T-test
analysis).

The LifeScience Kraków Klaster and the Academic Computer Centre Cyfronet AGH
present services designed specifically for molecular biologists and bioinformatics
experts:

� The DNAMicroarray IntegromicsAnalysis Platform,

� The Galaxy NGSAnalysis Platform.

Developed in the scope of the “PLGrid Plus” project, co-financed by the European
Union, both PL-Grid Infrastructure which isplatforms operate on top of the Polish ,
a mature, stable and secure environment, providing ca. 588 TFlops of computing po-
wer and ca. 5.6 PBytes of storage capacity to the scientific community. These servi-
ces are available free of charge to Polish scientists and their foreign collaborators.

COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENT TO SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT

IN THE LIFE SCIENCES DOMAIN

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have revolutionized molecular biology. NGS
data output has increased at a rate which outpaces Moore's law, more than doubling each year.
As a result, analysis of such data requires large-scale computational power along with high data
storage capacity. We would like to present our deployment of the Galaxy Server platform atACC
CyfronetAGH for the purpose of advanced NGS data processing. The platform enables users to
maintain personal sets of NGS experiments, run complex data processing tasks and share the
obtained results with specific collaborators within the platform, or with every registered user.
The service provides advanced mechanisms for managing its current state and recording
“historical” data – all analyses are traced and may be reenacted using different sets of input data
or new parameters. This Galaxy installation includes a selection of the most popular and widely
used bioinformatics tools, with full support for standardized DNA and RNA sequencing
workflows.

� Artificial Neural Network (ANN) analysis, capable of creating and training a neural model
(a perceptron), and subsequently using it to distinguish healthy and abnormal tissues
based on gene expression profile data (see Figure 1).

� Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which helps reduce the dimensionality of data by
extracting variables (coordinates) with the highest variance, assumed to represent the
variability within the data set under analysis.

� Gene network and pathway analysis, which is the next step following determination of
genes involved in the biological process under investigation, mapping these genes to
known pathways/gene ontology terms and determining (among others), which pathways
are overrepresented in a given set of genes.

� Analysis of transcriptomic and lipidomic data which provides valuable hints regarding,
correlation, and thus potential dependence, of transcript expression levels and lipid
saturation levels. Provided methods include modified Canonical-Correlation Analysis
(YACCA, FRCCA) and Partial Least Squares regression (PLS).

� Analysis of miRNA-mRNA target site recognition which helps establish important,
interactions occurring between these two gene regulation components. Target
recognition is performed using two complementary methods: Roleswitch (single sample
inference) and TargetScore (inference from expression change).

Should you be interested in developing, exploring or expanding your
computational capabilities within the life sciences field, please contact us directly:

plgrid@lifescience.pl

Figure . Schematic representation of a sample artificial neural network,1
developed for classifications based on gene expression profiles.

Galaxy NGS Analysis Platform
http://galaxy.plgrid.pl

DNA Microarray Integromics Analysis Platform
https://lifescience.plgrid.pl

The LifeScience Kraków Klaster is a network of more than 80 entities –
institutions from Krakow and the Małopolska Region – collaborating on
development and market delivery of innovations in the field of life sciences.
These organizations represent six areas of interest: commercial
biotechnology and life sciences business, R&D, science and education,
healthcare, business support and local government, actively guiding

cooperation at the regional level. The main goal of the Klaster initiative is to foster
coordination of activities and integration of resources across the sector, enhancing
interdisciplinary collaboration and facilitating further innovations.


